employment at "a censured operative before Congress for suspending faculty tenure until about 1995. The resolution was similar to the stand taken by the American Association of University Professors last March and part of that stand was incorporated into the NSA motion. It says that removal of an instructor "can be justified only on the grounds established by evidence, of una
c
dfitness to teach because of incompetence, lack of scholarly objectivity or integrity, serial misbehavior of the classroom or of academic prestige, gross personal misconduct, or conscious participation in conspiracy against the government."

The complete text of the Academic Freedom resolution can be found on Page 2."

**ACP Poll:**

Students Prefer Democratic Party

More college students prefer the Democratic Party than the Republican Party, according to a poll of 375 students conducted by the Associated Collegiate Press. When asked about their party preference, 41% considered themselves Democrats, 23% Republicans, 25% Independents and 4% chose other parties. The number of Independents was significantly higher than is usually found among the general public as measured by national polls. There were 7% fewer Independents among women than men, with 7% more women favoring the Democrats. Most national and state polls have so far claimed that a majority of the women questioned favored the Republicans. At the Upton campus of City College, 73.7% of the students favored Adlai Stevenson, 21.4% supported President Eisenhower and 4% were undecided. In a poll conducted by one of the student newspapers, students were also asked their opinion of Vice-President Nixon's emphasis on the outcome of the campaign. Of those polled 68% felt he would be detrimental to the Republican ticket, 14.4% thought he would be an asset, while 17.2% felt he would have no effect.

The most significant issues of the campaign were, to polling, are students polled, were the foreign policy of President Eisenhower's Administration and the Suez Canal situation. Stevenson was asked "Are you for or against a U.S. commitment in Vietnam?" By Subscription Only

**Sigi Lester**

**Plan College Flower Sale**

The semi-annual flower sale, sponsored by Sigma Alpha, will be held in the College's lobby tomorrow (from 8-12). The proceeds of this semester's sale will be used to purchase a dinner. Sigma Alpha is an honorary service organization which requires members to have at least a B minus average. Among the students who were inducted this semester are Paul Agronoff, Jean Barsch, Carole Diehl, John Gutt Jr., Bill Grayer, and Hail Heiler. 

**Baruch School Chapter of the American Association of University Professors**

The Baruch School Chapter of the American Association of University Professors has been reactivated. Its first meeting will be a luncheon at which former Baruch School Professor Thomas L. Norton will speak on "Education for Man." The luncheon is to take place on Tuesday, November 24 in the Palm Terrace Room of the school. The luncheon will be attended by faculty, students and staff members.

**SC Adopts Resolution on Academic Freedom By Substantial Margin**

SC adoption of a resolution on academic freedom by a wide margin. The vote was 15-3-2. More than a quarter of the faculty was present at the meeting, and at least half of them voted. The resolution was similar to the stand taken by the American Association of University Professors last March. The resolution was adopted by a wide margin. The vote was 15-3-2.

**Class Councils Set Events; Hold Junior Prom Monday**

Tickets for the Class of '57's Senior Prom are on sale now at the ninth floor booth. The prom will be held Saturday, November 21 in the Palm Terrace Room of the hotel. The prom will be open to the public. Tickets for the prom are $3.50 each.

**Sizable Class Councils Set Events**

The Junior Prom will be held in the College's lobby tomorrow (from 8-12). The proceeds of this semester's sale will be used to purchase a dinner. Sigma Alpha is an honorary service organization which requires members to have at least a B minus average. Among the students who were inducted this semester are Paul Agronoff, Jean Barsch, Carole Diehl, John Gutt Jr., Bill Grayer, and Hail Heiler. 

**Debate Orderly**

Debate on the resolution was (Continued on Page 3)
Salk Shots

A report from the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis (New Salk Papers) shows that some colleges throughout the nation are vaccinating students and faculty members against polio. This is undoubtedly a splendid move toward the possible elimination of the disease. In the future, the possibility of vaccinating millions of people at the rate of one million a day looks more impressive. The Salk vaccine does not require refrigeration, it can be stored indefinitely, and the cost of it is estimated to be about a third of that of the Salk vaccine. The fact that the polio vaccine is not expensive is a great advantage, as it will be available to all who need it. The Salk vaccine is also easier to administer than the Salk vaccine, and it is more effective in preventing the disease. The Salk vaccine is a safe and effective way to protect people against polio, and it is hoped that it will be widely used in the future.

Academic Freedom: Text of Resolution Adopted by SC

Following is the text of the resolution adopted by the Students Council at the City College of New York:

Academic Freedom

We were glad to see that Student Council was able to adopt the Academic Freedom Resolution by a wide-majority. This was a great step forward for academic freedom on our campus. We believe that the National Association for Academic Freedom has a great role to play in the future. We are also glad to see that the resolution on Basic Policy on Student-Faculty Autonomy, which was adopted by SC, is also being considered by the faculty. We hope that this will lead to a more open and democratic atmosphere on our campus. We also appreciated the recognition of the imperative need for joint participation of students, faculty, and administration in making decisions that affect the academic community. We believe that such a participatory approach is essential for the well-being of the academic community.

Student Council

By Jerome Greenberg

The choice of a vocation is by far the most important decision you will ever make. It is in your interest, during the first year, to acquire as much information as possible about the field of work you may wish to enter. It is also important to be aware of the fact that it is not only the vocation of the student, but also the vocation of the teacher, that is significant. We further recognize the imperative need for joint participation in the academic community.

We also believe past or present students should be aided immeasurably, we feel, by the teacher's ability to reflect on their own teaching. This is a tradition that we hope to continue at our college. We also urge the teacher to reflect on his own teaching, as well as on the teaching of others. We believe that the teacher's ability to reflect on their own teaching is essential for the well-being of the academic community.

We feel that the blame for this apathy rests with both the students and the faculty. It is not only the fault of the students, but also the fault of the faculty. We believe that the faculty should be held accountable for the teaching they do. We also believe that the students should be held accountable for the learning they do.

We believe that a teacher should be held accountable for the teaching they do. We also believe that the students should be held accountable for the learning they do. We believe that a teacher should be held accountable for the teaching they do. We also believe that the students should be held accountable for the learning they do. We believe that a teacher should be held accountable for the teaching they do. We also believe that the students should be held accountable for the learning they do.

We believe that a teacher should be held accountable for the teaching they do. We also believe that the students should be held accountable for the learning they do. We believe that a teacher should be held accountable for the teaching they do. We also believe that the students should be held accountable for the learning they do. We believe that a teacher should be held accountable for the teaching they do. We also believe that the students should be held accountable for the learning they do.
CCNY Edges Brooklyn, 1-0; Army Ruins Perfect Record

By Marc Glassberg

The chips were down this past week and the Beaver booters came through in championship style.

Saturday, City College outplayed and defeated Brooklyn College, 1-0, at the loser's field. Army, on the strength of two talented goals, managed to hold Harry Karlin's men to a 2-2 tie, Wednesday at West Point.

The only score in the Brooklyn game came when center halfback Johnny "Buddah" Paranos tallied on a direct kick after 7:00 had elapsed in the second period.

The Lavender came out strong in the second half. Wolfgang Westl got the ball at mid-field, dribbled around two Kingsmen and passed the ball to left-winger Danny McElraine, who faked his defender and raced toward the goal. He passed quickly to Novak Masanovich who received a powerful boot that the Brooklyn netminder, Toft Feloso, just stopped with a dive against the left post.

Brooklyn threw a scare into the Beavers with less than a minute left to play. Shelly Coburn, center forward, aimed a high arching shot toward the nets. Beaver goalie Charlie Thorne deflected it, but the ball remained loose in front of the goal. Paranos, who had returned to the game after being kicked in the face, broke out of nowhere to clear the ball and save the game as the buzzer sounded.

Army Game

It wasn't until the second frame that City got untracked in the West Point encounter. At 17:30, Bob LeMestre unleashed a line drive from the mid-field stripe which eluded the Army netminder's leap. The ball hit the upper post and spun over the line. However, Army goalie, Pete Manzo, grabbed the ball and threw it out before it hit the nets. The referees disallowed the goal.

The first score came at 7:00 of the third frame when Baruchian McElraine dribbled in and beat Manzo to the nets.

Army tied it at the 15:00 mark. Dick Allen was given credit for a goal when Thorne was pushed into the nets after stopping his shot.

West Point grabbed the lead at 1:40 of the fourth quarter. Lou Pfeiffer leaped in front of Thorne and hit the ball in with his elbow. City kept up a constant pressure which paid off at 11:00 when Westl beat Manzo to tie the game.

The Lavender came out strong in the second half. Wolfgang Westl got the ball at mid-field, dribbled around two Kingsmen and passed the ball to left-winger Danny McElraine, who faked his defender and raced toward the goal. He passed quickly to Novak Masanovich who received a powerful boot that the Brooklyn netminder, Toft Feloso, just stopped with a dive against the left post.

Brooklyn threw a scare into the Beavers with less than a minute left to play. Shelly Coburn, center forward, aimed a high arching shot toward the nets. Beaver goalie Charlie Thorne deflected it, but the ball remained loose in front of the goal. Paranos, who had returned to the game after being kicked in the face, broke out of nowhere to clear the ball and save the game as the buzzer sounded.

Army Game

It wasn't until the second frame that City got untracked in the West Point encounter. At 17:30, Bob LeMestre unleashed a line drive from the mid-field stripe which eluded the Army netminder's leap. The ball hit the upper post and spun over the line. However, Army goalie, Pete Manzo, grabbed the ball and threw it out before it hit the nets. The referees disallowed the goal.

The first score came at 7:00 of the third frame when Baruchian McElraine dribbled in and beat Manzo to the nets.

Army tied it at the 15:00 mark. Dick Allen was given credit for a goal when Thorne was pushed into the nets after stopping his shot.

West Point grabbed the lead at 1:40 of the fourth quarter. Lou Pfeiffer leaped in front of Thorne and hit the ball in with his elbow. City kept up a constant pressure which paid off at 11:00 when Westl beat Manzo to tie the game.

For the fourth time in succession, Randy Crosfield finished first to lead the City College cross-country team to a win in dual meet competition. The Lavender runners beat Kings Point 21-36.

The harriers also won a quadrangular meet to open the season and need only a victory against Iona Saturday to go undefeated.

Crosfield beat Hurford by almost 10 seconds and Crosfield by almost 10 seconds. The Gaels are not too strong in the long distance events. Their 1-2 in the five-mile race was Bill Good and Joe grandi. Both runners for an indefinite period of time. Karlin, however, is still very optimistic about City's chances of beating the Panthers and he doesn't think the Long Islanders will offer too much competition.

Coach Mike Bonanno is upset upon his center halfback. Rilee, and his center forward. Rilee is expected to supply the Beavers in the Adelphi attack. "I expect a tough battle. I have a lot of respect for the City squad."

Frosh Hoop Spots Still Open; Wolfe Calls Squad 'Average'

By Richie Guran

Freshman basketball coach George Wolfe said last week that he does not expect his players to be world beaters. He does, however, think that some of the men might be considered as varsity material eventually.

Wolfe says that his squad is "merely average" and "miracles should not be held out to the players to be world beaters. He does, however, think that some of the men might be considered as varsity material eventually.

The hill and daleers faced Adelphi Tuesday of this week. After a hard fought game at Van Cortlandt Park Saturday, the team will invade 45 Club on Tuesday. The Lavender figure to beat Adelphi.

The Adelphi team has three games thus far, while this year's victory over Pratt, Albany State, and Long Island; it has notched victories from the Long Islanders, Kings Point and Adelphi.

Coach Mike Bonanno is upset upon his center halfback. Rilee, and his center forward. Rilee is expected to supply the Beavers in the Adelphi attack. "I expect a tough battle. I have a lot of respect for the City squad."